THE   BOURGEOIS
so that the commune has been defined as a 'collective noble'.
It owed him fealty, which implied service in time of war and the
payment of the aids. Like a noble, it had the right to make war,
to surround itself with a fortified wall, and to have its courts of
justice. It possessed the material insignia of nobility - armorial
bearings, a seal (representing a town wall or a knight in armour),
a gallows, and a pillory. It had its town hall (hdtel de mile), which
in the north was sometimes surmounted by a donjon known as
a bejfroi; it was here that it kept its archives and treasure, that the
chief men of the town held their assemblies, and the bell was rung
to summon the burgesses.
The town had its leaders chosen from among the inhabitants,
bearing different titles and recruited on various systems. In the
south they took the Roman name of consuls; in other parts there
was generally a leader superior to the rest and known as the
maieur or maire (mayor), a name originally used to designate the
head of the peasants in a village and subsequently applied to the
heads of all municipalities in France; he was assisted by a small
group of colleagues known in the north as Ich&mns (Latin, scabini]
and in the west as jurats. In the southern towns these leaders were
chosen from among the notables by a complicated procedure
combining election with the drawing of lots; in other parts they
were either nominated by the retiring leaders, elected by an
irregular procedure, or else appointed by the lord. They exercised
all the powers enjoyed by the town, dispensing justice, both civil
and criminal, levying taxation, controlling public order, leading
the militia composed of the burgesses, providing for the defence
of the walls, and keeping the treasure, the archives, and the keys
of the town gates.
In towns where the lord had been unwilling to grant the in-
habitants anything but guarantees against arbitrary exploitation,
without giving them the power to form themselves into a body,
a system had grown up which allowed the town only the smallest
degree of independence, The rights of such towns differed very
little from those of a village enjoying a charter of enfranchisement;
a town of this kind was sometimes known as a mllefranch^ because
all its inhabitants had acquired the right of freemen - that is,
the right of being liable to none but fixed and uniform dues and
fines. It possessed neither insignia, treasures> nor a head, but
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